CASE STUDY
BRITAIN’S GREENEST BUILDING
THE ENTERPRISE CENTRE

How can
AV systems be built for “Britain's Greenest Building”
when the client brief specifies a target of only 168
kg of emitted CO2 (kgCO2e/m2) over a 100-year
period?

#SwitchOnthepossibilities.

Backdrop
At the forefront of climate change and environmental sustainability research,
The University of East Anglia have a remarkable record of low carbon efficiency
across all new buildings. With an established best-practice benchmark for
‘embodied energy’ in university buildings of 845 kilos of CO2 per square metre
(kgCO2e/m2), the goal for the Enterprise Centre is just 168.
The centre brings together teaching and learning facilities with work spaces for
local companies, and an early-stage incubator for start-up businesses.

The Brief
Providing for catering and IT equipment, the power consumption specifications
in the client brief made the project appear technically impossible. How can AV
hardware built into a system contribute to the highly ambitious low carbon goals
of the building?

The Solution
After 18 months of testing and evaluation of many ideas, we adopted a Twopronged approach to lower power consumption:
Hardware lifecycle: worked with manufacturers to qualify hardware with the
lowest power ratings, ISO ratings and which are fully recyclable. For example,
laser projectors over lamp, which can be fully recycled. Optical projection
screens offer seven times the contrast and twice as bright as standard screens.
Systemsthinking: we designed and built a bespoke system for active power
management. The entire building operates on three states– Full Power, Typical
Power and Full SwitchOff mode depending on prolonged non-usage. Furthermore, IP power distribution for each room provides two states– Standby and Full
SwitchOff for users dependent on use and period (for e.g. holidays).

Beyond power consumption units
Low carbon footprints extend beyond the power consumption during use, to
include the entire lifecycle of AV hardware.




AV hardware units were sourced strictly on the basis of which can be
returned and fully recycled at the end of product life.
Highest possible ISO standards had to be maintained for all hardware
sourced.
Maximum possible sourcing hardware locally to cut footprint involved with
transportation.

Certified Green.
All our designs and schematics were approved for Passivhaus standards and
achieved BREEAM ’Outstanding’ rating (highest possible rating).

The difference.
The difference lies in our approach. The only way to turn a
client brief into a relevant solution is to get a thorough
understanding of what they do, as much as an understanding
of what they aim to do in future.
We begin each project by listening to our clients' requirements
and working within their parameters to deliver an AV solution
which delivers an answer to a problem.
This is particularly critical for clients within the commercial sector,
where employees are dispersed across multiple locations.
Projects require due consideration and where it is essential to
work around minimising disruptions and adhering to schedules
of strategic significance.

As with all our projects, the work we undertake with clients is
entirely managed in-house by a dedicated project manager,
who co-ordinates between the client project teams, contractors
and the architects, to ensure we deliver on time and within
budget.

Snelling Business Systems
Our roots go back to 1954; Roy Snelling started his business
out of a redundant Victorian laundry in rural Norfolk, selling
Television and Radio sets in the earliest days of broadcasting.
He witnessed a major transformation as more and more TV
and Radio sets found a place in living rooms- a whole new
way for people to interact, engage and consume
information. The same purpose for which many AV
systems and environments are designed and built for
today.

More importantly, there was a new medium for engagement
and interactions at a ‘sensory level’. Over the years, our
experience led us to ask ourselves thepertinent question.
“How can we use the potential in AV systems and
environments to unlock newer possibilities for businesses to
interact with and engage their audiences, better”?

We’re Social

.

As we grew and evolved as a business, our internal culture
and design/engineering philosophy begins with a simple
question “How can..?”. As an AV integration specialist,
thinking ‘How Can..?’ has also evolved to build AV systems
that can solve problems of strategic importance to your
business/institution.
We deliver all aspects of audio visual integration from
design, integration, supply, installation and on-going
maintenance - all backed by a service ethic, which
continues to carry the Snelling signature of quality.
Based in London and Norwich, we have maintained our
portfolio of major clients and diverse projects across Higher
Education, Corporate, Public Sector and niche projects.

